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Automotive Driving Assistance Research
Neural Networks; High Performance computing; Computer Vision;
Challenge:
A camera technology company identified a fit for their expertise amidst the
booming automotive autonomous and driving aid industry. They had
developed a state of the art hardware and deep learning algorithms which
took advantage of their unique setup.
The platform of choice for running their product was nVidia’s Jetson AGX.
The POC software was tested only on workstation PCs. Despite them being
more powerful, performance was unsatisfactory and far off their target.
They approached us for our expertise in HPC and NVidia GPU
acceleration.
Solution:
Software Supreme took on the task and first
and foremost put the application through a
series of profilers that allowed us to better
understand the design and inner workings. We
were able to pinpoint a number of bottlenecks
that were preventing the application from
performing well. We devised a plan that
addressed these bottlenecks without changing
the architecture devised by the client. Our
targeted approach reached and even
outperformed the targets set by the client by a
factor of 2.
Result:
The application which initially was running at 7fps was not steadily
running at 60fps. Our experience in HPC proved that the chosen edge
device could not only run the client’s application in real-time, but also
utilization was not capped, leaving room for additional functionalities.
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Maximizing hardware potential using TensorRT
Neural Networks; High Performance Computing;
Challenge:
A client doing R&D for ADAS had developed a set of neural networks in
TensorFlow and PyTorch that they wanted to deploy efficiently into a C++
environment for inferencing on the edge.
Solution:
Software Supreme was tasked with the integration of two networks - using
TensorFlow and LibTorch’s C++ bindings. This solution worked, however
both frameworks were fighting over the GPU resources, which led to poor
device utilization, so we decided to switch to native TensorRT. To achieve
that we implement a few custom layers as TensorRT plugins.. With TensorRT
we had full control over the NN execution. We were able to address the
initial bottleneck and further increase performance through the custom
GPU accelerated layers.
Result:
Both networks were integrated and performance exceeded the target
specs. One of the networks’ performance increased from 50fps up to
140fps. This allowed both networks to run in parallel each frame, as
opposed to running sequentially.
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Free to Focus on the Camera
Edge Devices
Challenge:
Our client developed a unique camera setup that would be used on an
nVidia’s Jetson device. The in-development nature of the project meant
parts of the hardware would be changed multiple times including a
number of cameras and the means of communication.
Solution:
Software Supreme got involved by
providing driver support and
Linux kernel customization. We
were able to integrate some of
our changes directly into the
official Linux Kernel which was
extremely beneficial for the client,
as it reduced the effort for
migrating to a newer JetPack
version.
Result:
The client was able to focus on developing their camera hardware and test
new setups promptly during development. Furthermore they had access to
the latest versions of nVidia’s Jetpack software and bundled tools.
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Enrich our partners with our way of work
High Performance Computing
Challenge:
A client had developed a computationally demanding prototype of an
application. When they contacted us they needed to expand the features
and improve the performance, quality and stability of the prototype while
keeping up with deadlines.
Solution:
Software Supreme got closely involved
in the development of the project. We
applied our knowledge and software
development best practices to achieve
consistent performance and streamline
the application.
Highlights:
● Integrated a profiler to determine hotspots and bottlenecks;
● Applied code review process to ensure consistency with the work of
our client’s developers;
● Integrated CMake build system and isolated the inference libraries
which enabled us to have the code base running on Jetson, x64 Linux
and Windows;
● Added headless mode so an automated test system could be
implemented;
● General code refactoring and optimization;
Result:
The client was able to hit their targets and deadlines while maintaining
high quality and stability of the application.
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Research: Road feature detection
Computer Vision; Neural Networks;
Challenge:
Software Supreme wanted to be able to test various Advanced Driving
Assistance Systems ideas. ADAS is a tangible benefit to safety, it requires
image processing and benefits immensely from a high performing software
that uses the available hardware efficiently.
Solution:
We decided to set up a framework that reads image data from multiple
cameras or prerecorded sources and enables us to execute various
algorithms on the image data. That way we could iterate quickly and test
solutions. The application could run both on an edge device(nVidia Jetson
AGX) or a developer workstation.

Result:
With the framework we implemented multiple algorithms:
● lane detection based on pure image processing
● a couple of lane detection algorithms that use neural networks
● single shot detector for object detection
Multiple properties are exposed to the user and multiple views from
different stages of the image processing could be displayed so it is easier
to tweak the algorithms and get a clearer understanding of how they work.
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Even faster hash decoding
GPGPU
Challenge:
Our client used an industry standard tool called hashcat to decode
encrypted data. They were quite happy with the performance, but wanted
a simpler and easier to maintain solution that they could integrate into
their existing software.
Solution:
Software Supreme created an easy to
integrate library, coupled with an
application for testing that uses CUDA
driver API to optimally leverage the
performance of a multi-gpu NVIDIA
system. Using low-level optimizations
for reducing divergence and improving
register pressure we were able to beat
the performance of hashcat for all
required algorithms.
Result:
The client easily integrated our library into their project. Our solution
supported all the required algorithms. The hardware was fully utilized. One
of the algorithms achieved a 12x performance increase compared to the
reference solution.
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Full control of your cameras
Edge Computing
Challenge:
While working with multiple sets of cameras in a multitude of hardware
configurations on the nVidia Jetson AGX we had to modify the driver and
device tree frequently. Errors during development were time consuming to
debug and hard to catch because of multiple opaque layers in the camera
pipeline.
Solution:
Software Supreme developed an in-house application that eliminates
multiple layers(gstreamer, opencv) and uses nvargus directly to streamline
camera testing during the camera bring up;
The application has a graphical interface and support for all cameras
connected within a single application without the need to restart it and
juggle command line arguments.

Result:
Our application gave us direct control over the cameras’ controls, such as
exposure and whitebalace and more importantly, enabled functionalities
not natively provided by argus, like capturing of BAYER RAW images.
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Insights to the GPU on the edge
HPC
Challenge:
nVidia Jetson family devices have powerful gpu chips however they lack
the industry standard tools for tracking gpu utilization and temperatures.
We find those tools essential when optimizing the performance of our
software on a given hardware.
Solution:
Software Supreme designed a
lightweight gui application that uses
nVidia's APIs to gather gpu data and
display it in an easily understandable
way.
Result:
While experimenting with hash decoding algorithms the tool proved very
helpful to track gpu utilization. Good utilization translates directly into
better processing times. We added network capabilities to the GPU monitor
which allowed us to monitor multiple devices’ critical performance stats
from a remote machine. The tool works on Windows and Linux machines
running x64 or aarch64 and has been extremely useful for us on many
occasions.

